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A NOTE ON WEAKLY COMPACTLY GENERATED BANACH SPACES 

WHICH ARE SEPARABLE 

By Joe Howard and Kenneth Melendez 

It is well known that a Banach space X is separable if and only if it is norm 

compactly generated, i. e. there is a compact set in X which is fundamenta l. 

Since ref1exive Ceven quasireflexive) spaces are weakly compactly generated 
CWCG) , a non-separable reflexive space is WCG but not separable. It is natural 

to ask, under what condition, or conditions, is a WCG space separable? 

We use the following properties to answer the above question. 

(a) A Banach space will be call~d semiseparable if its conjugate X' contains n 
sequence {fn} total over X. 

(b) A Banach space X is almost reflexive if every bounded sequence in X 

contains a weak Cauchy subsequence. 

(c) X has the DP Cweak* DP) property if for every weakly convergent to.O 

sequence {Xn} in X and for every weakly Cweak*) convergent to 0 sequence 

{x/} in x; 1im xr” 장=0. 

” 
If X is separable, then both X and X' are semiseparable. The non-separable 

space 1∞ of bounded sequences is. therefore, semiseparable. Almost reflexive 

spaces include those spaces which have separable duals. Spaces with the DP 

{Dunford-Pettis) property are well known [2J. Infinite dimensional reflexive 
-spaces do not have the DP property. Examples of spaces which have the weak￥ 

DP property are LooCS, S, μ). 11, and the Grothendieck space 1∞. Spaces w hich 

,do not have the weak￥ DP property include Co and C [0. 1]. If X is infinite 

dimensional and has the weak* DP property, then X' is not separable. 

THEOREM 1. A Banach space X is WCG aχd semiseparable if and only if X is 

:separable. 

PROOF. Let X be WCG and semiseparable, and let K be weakly compact and 

fundamental in X. Then by the lemma in [6] , K is metrizable in the weak 
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topology. Thus X is separable in the weak topology, so separable in the norm 
topology. 

COROLLARY 2. Let K be weakly compact aχd fundaηzental iπ X. If CCK) ù;: 

semiseparable, then both CCK) and X are separable. 

PROOF. CCK) is WCG [1] , so is separable by Theorem 1. Therefore, K is 
metrizable, and X is separable. 

COROLLARY 3. Let K be μJeakly compact and fundamental in X. If CCK) is 

isomorþhic to a coψugate Bar.ach space, then both CCK) and X are separable. 

PROOF. CCK) is WCG and has the DP property [2J. By Theorem 2.1 of [5J 

and Eber lain’s Theorem, CCK) is separable. so K is metrizable and X is 

separable. 

THEOREM 4. Let X have weaj핸 DP property. Then X is WCG if and only if 

X is seþarable. 

PROOF. Assume X is WCG. Then the unit cell of X' is weak싹 sequentially 
compact [1]. Since X has the weak* DP property, every weak Cauchy sequence 

in X converges in the nonn topology of X , so by Eberlain’s Theorem, every 

weakly compact subset of X is norm compact. Since X is WCG, X must be 

separable. 

NOTE. There is no relation between weak육 DP and semiseparable properties. 

COROLLARY 5. Sχ:ppose X has DP property and X' is almost rζflexive. Then X 

is WCG if and only if X z.s separable. 

PROOF. If X has the DP property and X' almost reflexive, then a sequence 

in X is weak Cauchy if and only if it is nonn Cauchy [4J. Therefore X has the 

weak* DP property. 

In Corollary 5, we cannot drop X ’ being almost reflexive, for there is a space 

CCK) which is WCG and has DP property, but is not separable. 
We next consider conjugate WCG Banach spaces. Lindenstrauss [3] gave the 

following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 6. Let X be a separable Bmtach space. Then X ’ is WCG if and 

only if X' is separable. 

THEOREM 7. Let X have DP property. Then X' is WCG if and only if X ’ is 

separable. 
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PROOF. Let X' be WCG. Then the unit sphere of X" is weak싹 sequentiaHy 

compact, and hence X is almost reflexive. Now by [4) , a sequence in X' is 

￦eak Cauchy if and only if it is norffi Cauchy. By Eberlain’s Theorern, every 

weakly compact subset of X ’ is compact and thus separable. Since X' is WCG , 

X ’ is separable. 

REMARK. Rosenthal [5] has conjectured that if X has DP property and is 

isomorphic to a subspace of a WCG conjugate Banach space, then X is separable. 

α)ROLLARY 8. Let K be weakly compact and lundamental 쩌 X. 11 CCKY is 

WCG, then both CCK)' and X are seþaroble. 

PROOF. Since CCK) has the DP pr야￡야y， CCK)’ is separable by Theorem 7. 

Hence CCK) is separable. so X is aIso 않parable. 

1n bringing sevenil properties together which have previously been considered, 

a nice conclnsion unfölds. 

THEOREM 9. 11 X is a WCG coηrjugate Banach space, then X has no inlinite 

ät~ηensional subspace isomor뼈ic to an almost r양7e:r.강1Ø Baχach space with the DP 

property. 1n ψarticular， X has no sub.양ge isoη~orpkic to co' 

PROOF. Let Y be an almost reflexive Ban8ch space with the DP property. If 

Y is isomorphic to a subspace of X , then by [5) ev하Y ￦eak Cauchy sequence 
in Y converges in the nonn topol멍y on Y. If Ú'n} is a sequence in the unit disk 

of Y , then {yn} has a weak Cauchy subsequence {Yn
‘
} since Y is almost reflexive. 

Thus {y nJ converges in the nonn topology and it follows that the nnit disk of Y 

is compact. Hence Y is finite dimensional; a contradiction. 

COROLLARY 10. 11 x ’ is a WCG conjugate Banach space with the DP property. 

then X" is not WCG. 

PROOF. If X" 설 WCG , then X" has a weak홉 sequentially compact unit disk, 
and therefore X' wonld be almost reflexive. This contradicts Theorem 9. 
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